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PARTI: BACKGROUND

1.1 Objective of the report

The programme for the Second Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA), 1991-

2000 is in two parts; the national and the subregional and regional components. For the

subregional and regional components, each subregion prepared a subregional programme with

selected projects. These, together with the regional programme projects constitute the

subregional and regional component of the second IDDA.

The subregional and regional component of the second IDDA specify essential

requirements for successful implementation of multinational projects. These include the

mobilization of financial resources and creation of an enabling environment to promote the

domestic private sector and attract foreign investment. Subregional projects as is indeed the case

even for national projects is expected to mobilize its financial resources from domestic and

international sources. These funds will be necessary to finance projects which may fit in any or

combination of the following broad categories;

funds for rehabilitation, existing industries

investment funds for new ventures

funds for improving the institutional infrastructure, including human resource

development

financial resources for technical and consultancy services including, pre feasibility

work etc

funds for developing the physical infrastructure

While the criteria for the selection of second IDDA multinational projects include having

a sponsor or sponsors for the project, that in itself, is merely a step and a step that continues in

the process of identifying further projects for inclusion on the project list. The objective of this

report is therefore essentially to analyze the nature of the problems of financing multinational

industrial projects particularly basing on African experiences, identify the problem areas and

propose options and measures that could be undertaken to ensure sustainable financing of second

IDDA subregional projects. The report's findings would provide a basis of proposing options,

modalities for mobilization of resources and ensuring their optimal or efficient utilization, for

consideration of member States and other interested parties.

Rationale for Multinational Industrial Projects:

In the Lagos plan of Action (LPA) and the Final Act of Lagos (FAL), regional integration

and co-operation was central theme which stressed the accelerated industrialization as a core part

of the development strategy. It also provided a conceptual and planning framework for Africa's

economic integration and cooperation.
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The first Industrial Development Decade IDDA (1981-90) which was the industrial focus

of the LPA, has as its basic concept self-reliance and self-sustainment. The major goals of

IDDA were, therefore, to create an industrial sector which would lead to the realization and

attainment of collective self-rehance and self-sustainment. Through economic cooperation and

integration, the industrial sector, would building up capacities to produce goods and services

competitively based on use of domestic resources, and would have the regional and subregional

markets which would not only sustain production at optimal levels, but would lead to increased

production of surpluses for overseas markets.

The Second IDDA (1991-2000), reiterates its belief in LPA and builds on what was

started in the First IDDA, having learnt from the draw backs of the First IDDA experiences.

The benefits of integration and economic cooperation envisaged therefore include.

More production to satisfy basic needs of the population control access to sources

of raw materials and larger markets with economies of scale and lower production

costs.

Pooling scarce resources together including finance, skills, technological and

managerial capabilities to develop and exploit resource endowment.

Create complementarities at national and subregional levels

Attract private foreign investors and enhance the negotiating powers with suppliers

and buyers to enable establish core, dynamic and self-sustaining industries

Increase employment

Increase forward and backward linkages and domestic factor inputs

Create basis for promotion and assimilation of technological process and raise

national and subregional planning, managerial and technological capabilities and

capactures in project planning, implementation and operation and

Increase internal saving and investment making the multiplier effect work

internally rather than abroad.

In the industry chapter, Article 49 of the African Economic Community Treaty,

specifically states that in order to create a solid basis for the industrialization process and

promote collective self-reliance member States shall inter alia.

(a) Ensure the development of the following basic industries essential for collective

self-reliance and modernization of the priority sectors of the economy:

food and agro-based industries
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building and construction industries metallurgical industries

mechanical industries

electrical and electronics industries

chemical and petro-chemical industries

forestry industries

energy industries

textile and leather industries

transport and communication industries

bio-technology industries

(b) In the area of multinational industrial enterprises and industrial cooperation prepare

master plan at regional and community levels for the establishment of African

multinational industries particularly those whose construction cost and volume of

production exceed national, financial and absorptive capacities.

Facilitate the establishment of African multinational enterprises and encourage and give

financial support to African entrepreneurs.

Promote specialization taking into account national and regional resource endowments to

enhance the complementarity of African economies and expand intra community trade

base.

Promote South-South and North-South co-operation for the realization of industrialization

objectives in Africa.

Promote technical cooperation and exchange of experience in the field of industrial

technologies and implement technical training programmes among member States.

The Second IDDA subregional and regional component is based on five constituent parts;

namely Central Africa, East and Southern Africa, North Africa and West Africa Subregions as

well as the regional programmes. In each of these grouping there is a wide range of groupings

some of which are devoted to industrial sector projects. For example in the West African

subregion there is over 50 economic groupings and intergovernmental organizations. At least

14 of them deal with industrial and energy issues. They include inter alia, the Economic

Community for West Africa ECOWAS, the West African Economic Community (CEAO) and

Mano River Union (MRU).

Within each subregion and at the regional level the various groupings held substantive

discussions and in the end agreed on the substance of their Second IDDA programmes and in

particular on initial list of multinational projects and the modalities of updating the lists. It is

the Second IDDA projects that are the focus of this technical publication.
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1.3. Approach and Scope

This report is based on information and data gathered from the countries and project

studied and on published information. A few projects have been selected in the respective

subregions for closer case analysis and for use to determine problem areas upon which measures

and proposed courses of action are based.

In addition to part one which outlines the objectives, rationale and scope of the report,

part two analyses the major issues and problems related to effective financing multinational

industrial projects in the various subregions in Africa. Part three reviews the sources and

discusses the modalities for ensuring mobilization of financial resources for investment in

multinational industrial projects. Part four discusses measures to ensure sustainable financing

for Second IDDA multinational industrial projects in the subregion. The last part concludes the

report and makes recommendation for consideration by appropriate authorities.
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PART II MAJOR ISSUES AND PROBLEMS RELATED TO EFFECTIVE

FINANCING MULTINATIONAL INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS

IN AFRICA

2.1. Project Conception and Design

Under project concept and design attempts would be made to discuss/analyze certain

issues onjustifications for multinational industrial cooperations and problems drawn from existing

analyses/experience such as inadequate project preparation, wrong assumptions on market and

prices, wrong designs and weaknesses in technical supervision, weaknesses in project

management, lack of project monitoring and follow-up, lack of private involvement, under

capitalization, problems of mobilizing and coordinating multinational financing arrangements,

and oversights and pressures by financing agencies.

2.1.1. Justifications for Specific Cooperations

Most African countries have expressed the need to establish nationally integrated basic

core industries in the fields of agro-industries, basic metals, chemicals, engineering, building and

construction materials. They have, however, failed to realize their ambition through national

efforts alone because of, among others, the smallness of the national market (Egypt and Nigeria

would be exception); insufficient export opportunities; lack of finance; dependence on foreign

skills and technology, imported intermediate and capital goods; inadequate information on

upstream processing and distribution ofraw materials; poor infrastructure; domination of foreign

ownership and expatriate management in manufacturing.

The African countries, therefore, need regional and subregional cooperation to jointly

establish integrated basic and core industries. The establishment of such intra regionally and

subregionally integrated basic industries would enable the cooperating countries to have control

over the development of their natural resources; create stable conditions for the supply of basic

and strategic goods; bring dynamic and self-sustained growth; increase their foreign exchange

earnings/savings through processing export/import substitution; increase domestic employment;

develop man power and skills; promote the adaptation, choice, assimilation and dissemination

of technology; strengthen their bargaining power in purchasing their import and marketing their

outputs; organize financing through pooling their efforts and financial resources and share the

risks together; organize consultancy and management services; and promote standardization and

quality control. Indeed different countries in the region/subregions would have different

needs/justifications based on their special goals, objectives, strategies and priorities for joining

the development of particular industrial joint ventures/enterprises.

Such special needs and strategies might be based on development and distribution of

existing and potential resources and acquisition of inputs. For instance, Togo joined with Cote

d'lvoire and Ghana in establishing Ciments de 1' Afrique de 1* ouest (CIMAO) to develop and

export its clinker while Cote d' Ivoire and Ghana to get clinker from their neighbour rather than
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from Europe. Similarly Cameroon, Cdte d' Ivoire, India and Nigeria joined partnership with

Senegal to develop and acquire phosphoric acid and fertilizers from Senegal. The special interest

might also be to diversify investment and trade partners. Examples are the Kuwait Egyptian

Company for the development of shoes and leather products based on Egyptian hides and skins

with a technical partnership from Bally of Co. Switzerland; the joint Iron Pellet Plant in

Mauritania established jointly with Algeria and Libya to supply the Arab countries with high

grade iron pellets presently being imported from Brazil; tie Soda Ash Botswana (SAB) in
Botswana where the AECI (51%) (South African chemical industries) joined Botswana (49%)

to exploit the Soda ash and salt, the former used to be imported from North America. It might

also be based on development of capital goods. For instance, the Hand Tools Company

manufacturing in Tunisia (established in 1986) between Tunisia, Arab Industrial Investment

Company, Tunisian Kuwait Development and the Tunisian Mines Company to produce 1,000 tpy

high quality tools; the Arab Machine Tools Manufacturing Company in Morocco established

(1984) between the Arab Industrial Investment Company (AIIC), Industrial Development Office

(Morocco), and the Economic Development Bank of Tunisia to produce 85 lathes and 65 milling

machines of high precision per year; and SOFOMECA (established in Tunisia in 1986) between

AIIC, Arab Mining Company, Industrial Bank of Tunisia Tunisian, Saudi Development Bank,

Ministry of Industry and Trade Tunisia, Tunisia and Imirate Investment Bank to produce 21,000

tpy standard ferros casting of cast iron and steel.

2.1.2. TnadfcffiTflte Project Preparation

While the project conception and rationales for regional and subregional cooperation have

been highly justifiable, there have been weaknesses in project preparation. Some of the

weaknesses have been attributed to the fact that the feasibility studies were carried out by the

machine and equipment suppliers on a turn key basis. The Socie'te' des Ciments d' Onigbolo

(SCO) - a joint venture between Benin (49%), and Nigeria (43%) and F.L.Smith & Co. (6%)

as technical partner and equipment supplier is a good example. F.L. Smith and Co. A/S of

Denmark carried out the feasibility study in 1976-77, signed a turnkey contract to build 500,000

tpy cement with Belgian and Danish suppliers credit finance. The plant was commissioned in

1982 with bottlenecks in infrastructure like telephone exchange, roads, housing for workers,

railway link, storage for fuel and without marketing arrangements with Nigeria (the major

importers of cement) and the local grinding stations.

Part of the weaknesses in the project preparation was caused by too much reliance on

foreign consultants and expatriate personnel during project formulation and preparation stages,

and inability of foreign experts to identify the most appropriate options as they were not familiar

with the socio-economic conditions of the countries. Sometimes the feasibility studies were not

carried out properly because the terms of reference were not well prepared/defined, and/or

weakness/ absence of steering committee to guide and control the consultants; and at times

incompetent and wrong consultants were recruited and their studies were accepted without proper

appraisals.
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There were also cases where consultants and engineering firms which have had conflicting

of interests in the supply of equipment and marketing and distribution ofthe products of the Joint

industrial enterprises were recruited. For instance, the engineering firm which carried out the

feasibility study, designed and supervised the construction of CIMAO (cement plant) has been

engaged in the production of cement equipment, clinker and cement as well as marketing and

cement in the subregion. Similarly observation was made in the case of Save Sugar Project in

Benin. Such problems would be aggraved when there were no owner-operators or absence of

private ownership with a substantial share holding, who would be cost conscious. This was one

of the main reasons why there were investment cost overruns ranging from 12-25% of the

original estimates, like in the cases of the West African Cement Project (CIMAO), the

Senegalese Chemical Industries (ICS), Save Sugar Project (SSS) and Onigbolo Cement Plant

(SCO).

2.1.3. Wrong Assumptions on Market and Prices

The major causes ofthe problems and failures of many multinational industrial enterprises

in Africa have been the wrong assumptions in the markets and prices used during feasibility

studies, and designing plant capacities. The assumptions made during project preparations were

completely found wrong when the projects commenced operations. For instance, the

international demand for phosphoric acid and fertilizers collapsed when ICS started production,

and as a result the average prices of ICS's product which were about US$ 600/ton dropped below

US$ 300/ton. Similarly the price of sugar which was over US$ 600/ton when SSS plant was

designed went down to US$ 270/ton at commencement of operation; and European clinker came

to be exported to West Africa at about US$ 32/ton for below full cost recovery due too world

recession while CIMAO's production cost of clinker was US$ 66/ton. Indeed the failure to

resolve the issues of conflict of interest by the managing agency (owners of grinding stations and

exporters of clinker to member states) and integration of CIMAO to the three stations in member

States have led to transfer pricing

2.1.4. Wrong Designs an4 Weaknesses in the Technical Supervision During Project

Implementation. Plant Testing and

Some ofthe problems of multinational industrial enterprises in Africa have been attributed

to wrong designs and weaknesses in the technical supervision during project implementation and

plant testing and commissioning. For instance, when CIMAO was designed to use oil fuel,

European Cement plants were converting their kilns to the use of coal fuel due to rapid price

rise of fuel oil. The project design in SCO omitted the required infrastructure, and production

could not exceed 33% of the designed capacity. The plant production for SSS reached only less

than the 5% of the designed capacity of 40,000 tpy of refined sugar during its first three years

of its operations and the maximum it reached was 30% before closure due to, among others, low

productivity attributed to the types of soils, and the varieties and qualities of sugar cane planted,

In the case of CIMAO the managing agency and the engineering supervisor agreed to
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changes the construction designs without informing the board/shareholders. Such changes were

accounted for 75% of the cost overruns. CIMAO also started to face frequent break downs and

repairs of kilns after commissioning and thus only attained less than 50% (only in one year

reached 72%) full production capacity. Similarly the ICS never reached its original designed

capacities of 476,000 tpy of phosphoric acid and 250,000 tpy fertilizers due to various technical

problems. These nominal capacities were later reduced to 235,000 tpy phosphoric acid and

120,000tpy fertilizers. The plant has failed even to attain these new production levels as over

heating in the boiler and leakage of acid into water and the resulting repairs have caused frequent

production stops.

Thus nominally designed production capacities have often been over-exaggerated. Such

failure of actual production to reach designed capacities have resulted in high overhead costs per

unit of output. Most of the weaknesses in the plant designs, (including technology selection)

technical supervision in plant implementation, testing and commissioning have been attributed

to the incompetency and laxity of the engineering consultants discussed under 2.1.3 above and

weaknesses the managing agencies, (see 2.1.5 below).

2.1.5. Weakness in Project Management

Most of multinational industrial enterprises in Africa have been promoted and owned by

member States who have no managerial and technical experiences and capabilities to implement

the projects. Thus the member States entered into a management contracts with foreign

companies. Similar agreements have also been made with foreign engineering firms (as

discussed under 2.1.3.) to carry out plant design, select technology, assist in tendering and

selection of equipment and machinery; supervise construction and installation, plant testing and

commissioning. Indeed most of the managing agencies and consulting engineers have been world

known in their field of experience and competencies. But the main problems with them have

been: (1) they have directly indirectly conflict of interest either as being connected with

machinery and equipment suppliers/producers in the industry or producers and distributors of

final products in the industry or both; (2) they have always taken less than 10% equity shares

in the enterprises which might have been already recovered from high fees charged and thus have

less risk at stakes in the plant; (3) they have been more quality and safety conscious and less and

less cost conscious; and (4) in the absence of owner-operators/private owners with substantial

shares, they have been left in most cases without closer supervision and controls.

The member States/share holders have usually appointed senior civil servants/cabinet

ministers as board members on a part time basis. Gathering board meeting consisting Cabinet

Ministers have been a difficult task. Senior Civil Servants attached to the projects might not

have the experience and qualifications as the criteria of selection might be political allegiance.

Thus national board directors and senior officials attached to the project might not able to under

stand statements of accounts and the technical complexes and operations of the enterprises. They

usually rely on the advice of expatriate personnel attached to managing agencies and engineering

firms. The expatriate advisors must have been usually more loyal to their employers than to the
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enterprises; and the advisors could not also understand local circumstances and thus based their

recommendations on their experiences and knowledge gained in their own countries which might

not be relevant to the host countries.

2.1.6. Lack of Proper Project Monitoring and Follow-up

Proper project monitoring and follow-up are required to keep the track of project

implementation in a form of regular progress reports on the timely executions of work schedules,

amounts of investment costs spent compared to budgetary estimates, design changes/technical

problems that would crop up, disbursement of loans, delivery of equipment, adequacy of

available funds as against work and contracts to be completed yet, etc. Such monitoring and

follow-up in a form of regular progress reports are required to be used as feed backs for the

timely corrections and decisions on any unforseen problems that would come during project

implementation. There have not been, however, proper project monitoring and follow-up

arrangements in any of multinational industrial projects during implementation.

The absence of monitoring and follow-up mechanisms have become worse when there

have not been owner-operators and gathering the board of directors was difficult. That is, the

shareholders of the enterprises have no mechanisms to immediately know the problems that arise,

or control over the managing agents and supervising engineers. The case of CIMAO has been

a good example where design changes were accepted by managing agency and engineering

supervisor involving substantial cost increase without the knowledge of the board, the shortage

of fund was noticed by the IBRD supervision mission just one year before project completion,

and admjnjffrrative and cost accounting systems were introduced two years after commissioning.

The management committee established to assist the board ofCIMAO remained suspended during

1977-1982. In the case of SSS cost accounting remained undone four years after plant

commissioning; and the difficulties of gathering board of directors gave birth to three committees

which remained ineffective until the plant was closed. Thus problems have been kept unnoticed

too long until they became too late to take any appropriate remedies or the costs of remedies

have become excessive.

The issue of noticing investment cost overruns too late has been common. The notices

have mostly come up after plant commissioning when all funds reserved/planned for working

capital have become depleted. Such shortage of working capitals, inter alia, have kept the plants

under capacity utilizations/or forced resort to quick borrowing in the expensive commercial

markets and accumulation of unpaid bills.

2.1.7. Lack of Substantive Private Involvement

Most of the multinational industrial enterprises in Africa have been owned by member

Governments with a minority share holdings by foreign enterprises. For instance, the shares of

foreign private ownership in CIMAO was 7%, in SSS 6%, in ICS 10%, and in SCO 5%. In

all the four cases the private partners had been appointed as managing agencies with minority
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shares, but high management fees. They might easily be able to recover the cost of their equities

through the high management fees and thus carried less risk when the project failed.

On the other hand, the State ownership has been physically divorced from management.

"State ownership" seems" owned by all and owned by no one. Because the ownership is

perceived as nebulous, the fiscal responsibility and the managerial accountability which is

necessary in order to ensure and induce respect for sound commercial principles and sound

financial management tend to be absent"1

2.1.8. Under Capitalization/Lower Equity Ratios

The equity capital ratios for most of multinational industrial enterprises in Africa have

remained below 20% at the project preparation stages. For instance, the equity capital for

CIMAOwas20%, forICS25%, and for SSS and SCO estimated below 20%. These ratios were

inevitably reduced later with investment cost overruns which were met by additional suppliers

and export credits and borrowing from commercial banks, particularly for working capital

including growing unpaid bills from creditors. Increase in equity contribution from the

shareholders/member States was marginal as most of them have been facing financial difficulties

to meet their national priorities, particularly to meet their foreign exchange needs.

The lower capital equity ratios resulted in heavy borrowing which together with

accumulated interest expenses during construction have made the enterprises capital intensive,

and inflated unit production overhead cost.

2.1.9. Problems ofMobilization and Coordinating Multinational Financing Arrangements

Planning and mobilizing finance was a difficult task because investment cost estimates

soared up during project preparation, and involved several lending agencies plus export and

suppliers credits. The financial resources required for multinational projects have usually been

much larger than the capacities of partner States. As already explained under 2.1.8. above

cooperating countries have found difficult to raise even 20-25% of the total investment costs in

a form of equities, particularly the foreign exchange portions.

In this view the greater portion (75-80%) of the total investment costs have been funded

from several loan sources like multinational and bilateral financial institutions, and

suppliers/export credits as well as from domestic banks, specially the working capital

requirements. Organizing and coordinating several co-lenders and export/suppliers' credit have

been a delicate and complex task. Lead financiers like the IBRD and ADB have been helpful

in assisting the organization and coordination of the consortium. This involved numerous

correspondences, missions, meetings and conferences to discuss, among others, the scope of the

ADB "industrial Sector Policy Guidelines" Abidjan 1-12-

1986 P.10.
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projects, availability and adequacy of feasibility studies, clarification of technical completeness,

marketing arrangements, availabilities of skills and managerial and technical capabilities.

Amounts of loans to be extended from each of the co-lenders together with their terms and

conditions needed to be firmed up to meet the investment costs. Other arrangements acceptable

to all the co-lenders should be made for any financing short falls, particularly working capital

requirements.

Once detailed feasibility study and pre-liminary engineering designs and specifications

were made, project appraisals would be launched by the co-lenders. Project also needed to be

disaggregated in to several packages/components to fit the requirements of different co-lenders.

This was done by the consulting engineers who were also responsible for synchronization.

Problems might arise as all co-lenders might not able to come for appraisals at the same time

resulting in further delays. After project appraisals, all the co-lenders firm up again amounts of

their contributions, the packages they would finance and the terms and conditions of their loans.

This would be followed by loan negotiation with each co-lenders. Each of the negotiated loan

agreements must get approvals from the Board of co-lenders and ratification by the national

assemblies of each borrowing/guaranteeing countries. The loan approvals might be subjected to

further conditions to be fulfilled before loan signature and or disbursement (effectiveness). If

all the conditions could be met, they loans would be signed. Disbursements of each loans were

usually subject to cross-effectiveness, that is, all loans could only be effective simultaneously.

Further problems might arise if a certain package after tender evaluation might be found cheaper

under suppliers/export credits or under bilateral assistance. This required re-shuffling

packages/components for financing involving re-approval from the board of the concerned ca

lender. All these excises and procedures would take longer time during the period of which the

investment cost might doubled, while the prices of final products might not proportionally rise

or even collapse. In the case of CIMAO, project preparation took more than 8 years (1968-

1976) and implementation about 4 years (1976-1980), a total of 12 years. The total investment

costs more than doubled during the period while the prices of clinker collapsed when the plant

commerced production. CIMAO could have had more chance to survive if it had started

production 4 years early. Thus the nature of the problems of financing multinational projects

have not only been the availabilities of finance but also the long time taken to confirming up

financing and the resulting investment cost overruns. The situation could be worse when the cost

overruns are accompanied by market and price collapses, as in the case of CIMAO and ICS.

Other problems were the guarantee issues involving different governments and co-lenders.

Should the different Governments/shareholders guarantee for specific loans coming from

individual banks or for specific packages or all the shareholders should jointly guarantee for all

loans coming from all the banks? If it was a joint guarantee how could one solve the problems

of later responsibilities in repaying the loans in case the project would Ml, unless the joint

guarantee is proportional to the ratios of their equity holdings in the project. If the

infrastructural components have been owned and implemented by the host governments and its

agencies and department on service charge basis then the host government and its agencies and

departments should take joint responsibility or guarantee for loans used in the infrastructure.
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Obtaining parliamentary ratification/approvals for the loans and guaranteeing in each partner

countries could had been difficult task, if not impossible, when the project was located outside

the countries.

There should had also been the issues of guaranteeing/under writing possible cost

overruns, usually due to price escalation delays in completion, design changes, etc. Such under

writings/guarantees were usually given by the shareholders/Governments. But when the

shareholders were several Governments, the problems could be complicated.

2.1.10. Oversights and Pressures by prancing Agencies

The involvement of multinational financing institutions like the IBRD, ADB and EIB is

usually expected to improve the overall preparations and organizations of development projects.

This is in view of the major emphasis of these financial institutions on technical, economic and

commercial viabilities of development projects. These institutions have all the capabilities and

competence in assisting member states in project preparations, designing, technology selection,

recruitment of right consultants, arrangement of appropriate management, and ascertaining the

viabilities of projects during their appraisals. Thus participation of these institutions should have

enhanced the successes of multinational industrial enterprises in Africa. Indeed these institutions

made much efforts to successful completion and operations of the industrial enterprises they

funded.

On the other hand, empirical evidence showed that their participation and appraisal

exercises, in the particular cases studies (ICS and CIMAO) did not make much difference

because both CIMAO (which these institutions financed) and SSS (which was funded by

suppliers/exports) equally failed and were closed or both ICS (funded by these institutions) and

SCO (funded by export/suppliers' credits) have equally been facing financial crises.

Despite the better knowledge and information they have been expected to have these

institutions equally failed to correctly envisage the market and price forecasts for the projects

they financed. Their involvement did not avoid cost overruns, shortfall in financing, capital

intensities, wrong technical designs/bottlenecks leading to under capacity utilizations/frequent

breakdowns of new equipment and machinery. Similarly their participation did not avoid

selection of managing agencies and consulting engineers which might have conflict of interests

in supplying equipment and machinery as well as in marketing and distribution of final products

in the subregions.

Indeed their involvement and regular supervision helped in monitoring and follow-up

project progresses. But me long procedures they followed were extremely time consuming. For

instance, from loan application to loan disbursal/effectiveness it would take three-four years.

Such delays have doubled investment costs while prices collapsed. Similarly restructuring

assistance have been over delayed. For example, the financial assistance requested in 1980 for

restructuring CIMAO became effective in 1984 after CIMAO was closed.
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Sometimes the financial institutions put unnecessary pressures and tolerance. For

instance, CIMAO*s production capacity was raised from 600,000 tpy to 1,200.000 tpy under the

IBRD pressure to face market crisis later. The IBRD, however, gave up to the pressure from

C6te d* Ivoire to appoint the company which clearly had conflicts of interest in producing and

distributing of clinker in the member States.

2.2. Problems in Plflflt Operations

Most of the problems that have come up during operations were similar to those problems

prevailed during project conception and designs (discussed under 2.1. above), because they have

been basically attributed to the mistakes and weaknesses left uncorrected during project

conception, designs, implementation, testing and commissioning. Thus this section would be

brief to avoid repetitions of problems and issues already reviewed in the previous section. In this

view the nature of problems in the operation of multinational industrial enterprises in the Africa

would be grouped into five major categories, namely: (a) managerial, (b) marketing and pricing,

(c) controlling costs, (d) delays in financing restructuring, and (e) failure of member States to

honour agreements.

2.2.1. tyfanqgerjal Problems

Successful operations of any industrial enterprises mostly depend on the efficiency and

effectiveness of administrative, financial and technical management and organizations. It is the

management that should organize and plan recruitment and training the manpower required, set

up organizational structure and define responsibilities and accountabilities, plan and execute

production, prepare and implement budgeting and budgetary controls, establish and keep

accounting and costing records, monitor and control cash flows and financing, plan and organize

purchases of inputs and marketing and distribution of outputs, carry out timely repairs and

maintenance of the industrial complexes and supporting/auxiliary facilities, etc.

As explained in the previous section, the Governments/shareholders of multinational

industrial enterprises in Africa did not have the managerial and technical capabilities and thus

recruited both managing agencies and engineering firms to manage and supervise project

implementation. That is, no private owner-operators with substantial ownership. Indeed the

firms thus recruited as managing agents have had technical experience and competence. There

have been, however, various problems like conflict of interests, fpipofity equity holdings without

risk staring; and weaknesses in the structure, efficiency and effectiveness of the board of

directors to guide and control the management.

Apart from this, there have been weaknesses in the definition of functions, responsibilities

and accountabilities of the managing agencies in the contractual agreements. For instance, the

Origney-Desvroise argued that it was merely recruited as "advisory company" to CIMAO to

avoid responsibility and accountabilities. The management fees have been based on lump sum-
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not on performance like on the level of outputs, rate of return on capital, net profit, etc; or

accountabilities with in-built mechanisms for penalties/deduction of fees. Thus many weaknesses

were observed like delays/failure to introduce administrative systems and cost accounting

(CIMAO, SSS and SCO), delays in arranging training (ICS), disputes with local workers (SSS)

and lack of allegiance of the expatriate personnel to the enterprises they run (SSS), recruitment

of inexperienced and incompent expatriates (CIMAO).

There have also been big weaknesses with the directors of board in their frequent Mures

to attend board meetings, indecisiveness on issues like timely restructuring finance, failure to

effectively control and guide the managing agents, delays in dismissals/ termination of contracts

of the managing agents which were found weak and incompent. For instance, the contract with

Origney Desvroise entered in 1975 was effectively terminated in 1982 just two years before the

complex was closed for ever.

2.2.2. Marketing and Pricing Problems

We have already discussed how the optimistic assumptions of the markets and prices of

products, went wrong. When such market and price depressions occurred the shareholders and

managements of the enterprises were expected to formulate survival strategies. Such survival

strategies should include introduction oftemporary tariffprotection, importquotas, administrative

and tariff measures against dumping/transfer pricing, product differentiation in standards and

brands against imports. In such competitive world management and shareholders failed to adjust

to/introduce, competitive strategies. On the other hand, their competitors overseas applied

different strategies, marginal pricing of exports, trade discounts, export credits and transfer

pricing, and obtained export subsidies from their Governments. But the management and

shareholders of the multinational industrial enterprises in Africa realized such practices too late.

When they realized such possibilities, decisions could not made on time, due to the problems of

gathering board meetings and the conflicting interest within the board members and management.

Furthermore the multinational enterprises have generally failed to realize competitive

business spirits. On the contrary they have assumed that their products could easily be sold to/in

the member States/at the agreed/preferential quotas and prices. Thus they did not make much

efforts in sales promotion such as advertising, trade discounts, establishing regular customers,

product popularization, inviting potential customers to tour their operations, marketing and

marketing researches, temporary marginal pricing in certain cases, etc.

The other problems in marketing and pricing were caused by the existing of high

disparities in the official and parallel foreign exchange rates between the currencies of parter

States. For instance, sugar and cement have been smuggled from Nigeria to Benin rather than

to be officially export to Nigeria from Benin.
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2.2.3. Problems in Controlling Costs

The failure to control investment cost overruns was already discussed under section 2.1.

Similarly the African multinational industrial enterprises have failed to control their operating

costs. Indeed part of their high operating costs were attributed to high investments and

borrowing reflected in high depreciation and interest charges.

Problems of high operating costs have also been caused by the expensive nature of

powerr water, transport and communication tariffs and salaries and wages in the host countries

like ICS in Senegal, CIMAO in Togo and SSS and SCO in Benin. The other problem of high

cost has been related to the over valuation of currencies of the host countries vis-a-vis the

importing partner States. For instance, the CFAF has been over valued/hard currency compared

to the Nigerian Naira and Ghanian Cedes. Thus goods produced in Togo, Benin and Senegal

could not compete in Ghana and Nigeria.

The other major problems of high operating costs have been attributed to the failure of

management to adjust and make efforts in reducing costs to difficult situations they were facing.

For example, they should have reduced the redundant labour including salary and wage rates,

renegotiated and reduced excessive management fees, power, water and transport tariffs, and

asked trade discounts from their suppliers. There was also lack/weakness in the budgetary and

cost control systems/mechanisms in the enterprises which have made cost control difficult.

2.2.4. Pejays. jn, financing Restructuring

It has been already explained that some of the main reasons which delayed financing

restructuring the enterprises were lack of monitoring and follow up mechanisms, weaknesses in

management, difficulties of gathering of board meetings and getting decisions, etc. The other

major problems of financing restructuring have been caused the modalities of restructuring.

The modalities of financial restructuring of losing enterprises have involved increase of

equity capital by the shareholders, rescheduling loan repayments and deferral of interest

payments, additional loans, Government subsidies, increases in prices, etc. The increase in

equity capital of multinational industrial enterprises in Africa has become more and more difficult

once the enterprises started facing financial crises and accumulated heavy losses become huge.

Thus the burden of restructuring has fallen mostly on the host country (e.g. ICS). Rescheduling

loan repayment and deferral of interest payments would be a difficult task and thus take a long

time to get the agreements of the co-lenders. Similarly raising additional loans for financially

ailing enterprises has been the most difficult task. For instance, KFW, ADB, BADEA, BOAD,

ECOWAS fund, the German DEG, SIFIDA of Switzerland rejected CIMAO's loan request for

restructuring; ICS's requests for additional loans from the co-lenders (with the exceptions from

ADB) for restructuring failed; and SCO and SSS loan requests for restructuring were also

rejected by all financing organizations. Government subsidies have become more restricted under

the structural adjustment programmes even for national enterprises let alone for multinational
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enterprises. Increasing the prices of the products would be out of questions in view of the world

wide depressed prices of competitors. As a result restructuring had been over delayed until the

plants were closed (CIMAO, and SSS).

The case of ICS was exception where the Senegalese Government took on its own

shoulder the burden of restructuring because the importance of ICS in the national economy.

Even the success of the restructuring exercises was attributed to the assistance from ADB and

the rescheduling of French loans.

2.2.5. Failure of Member States to Honour Agreements

In many cases Member States have failed to honour their agreements and promises to

open their domestic markets to the products of the joint enterprises. In case of CIMAO's clinker

the failure to honour agreements was attributed to the high prices asked by CIMAO (US $66/ton)

compared to prices of imports (US $32/ton). In the case of the phosphoric acid and fertilizers

the member States with the exception of India railed/ were reluctant purchase from ICS even at

international competitive prices due to the availability of the goods under commodity aid/soft

loans which met shortage of foreign exchanges of the member States. In the case of SSS and

SCO the imposition of custom duties and the timely availabilities of foreign exchange by the

member State caused problems.

In other cases the general trade structures and organizations have proved to give more

favourable to trades with non-member States. This has been basically caused by the failure to

ratify joint venture agreements by the parliaments/pass them as laws and the refusal of politicians

to honour resolutions. Both the failures to introduce infant industry protective tariffs against

cheap imports and ratification of joint venture agreements showed the lack of long term

commitments and willingness of politicians to the benefits of regional cooperations.
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PART III. SOURCES AND SUITABLE MODALITIES FOR ENSURING

MOBILIZATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES FOR INVESTMENT IN

MULTINATIONAL INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS

The sources, suitable modalities, adequacies and timely availabilities offinancial resources

are critical issues and requirements for successful implementation and operations multinational

industrial projects. The sources are generally divided into domestic and external, while the

modalities would be categorized into equity contribution and loans. As both equity and loans

could be raised from domestic and external sources, there are thus strong linkages between

sources and modalities of financing. In this view the discussions that follow would be grouped

for convenience under domestic and external sources. Indeed multinational industrial projects

should be able to equally compete with other (national and regional) sectoral projects like

agriculture, transport, water, power, education, health, housing, etc for the same limited funds.

3.1. Domestic Sources of FJnaTKe

Following the Lagos Plan of Action, whose objectives and strategies have been collective,

self-reliance and self-sustenance substantial amount/portion of the financing requirements for

multinational industrial projects are expected to come from domestic resources of African

countries. It is in this view that the Conference of African Ministers of Industry in adopting the

Second IDDA programmes in the resolution 1 (X) n appeals to African countries and African

Governmental organizations, particularly financial institutions, to take the necessary measures

to ensure the successful implementation of the programme for the Second IDDA and give priority

to the mobilization of their own financial resources for the implementation and monitoring of the

programme". This emphasizes that most of the funds should be raised by the African countries

and African financial institutions. In other worlds, these financial resources have to be raised

from the Government budgets, surpluses from parastatals and private enterprises, savings from

individual, pension and insurance houses, national central Commercial and

development/investment banks, and export surpluses.

Most of the African Governments with the exception of those few oil and valuable

mineral exporting countries have already big constraints in their national budgets and thus carry

large deficits, and sometimes even to cover recurrent expenditures. Following the IBRD-IMF,

structural adjustment programmes (SAP), the African Governments could, however, generate

more saving in their budgets through improving their tax collection, bases and coverages,

revising Government fees, rates, charges and dues on partial/full cost recovery basis depending

on particular circumstances; and reducing their recurrent expenditures through

eliminating/reducing redundancies in civil service, structural organizations and staffing, subsidies

to public enterprises and on consumers goods, the heavy defence and security expenditures, and

unnecessary allowances to officials, fuel and travel expenditures.

Revitalization of public enterprises like rationalization of prices and charges on their
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products and services would raise substantial amount of finance. Such revitalization of the

operation and rationalization of prices and charges of products and services of public enterprises

should include power, water and transport tariffs; postage, telephone, and port charges; and rates

on urban lands and buildings on full cost recovery basis; adequate depreciation charges on re-

alued asset basis; and realistic interest expenses plus adequate rate of return on capital would

easily generate surpluses. Revitalization of public enterprises should also include technical and

financial rehabilitation and restructuring to bring them to full capacity operations.

Domestic financial resources would also be raised by surpluses to be generated from

private enterprises. As was proposed for public enterprises, private enterprises should also be

allowed to rationalize prices and charges on their products and services as well as to rehabilitate

and restructure their technical and financial conditions. Private individual saving should also be

encouraged through offering reasonable interest rates on deposits (above inflationary rates).

Other sources of domestic finance include financial intermediaries and institutions like

pension and insurance houses and saving and development banks/investment institutions. These

national financial intermediaries and institutions could give loans and/or buy equities in the

subregional/regional multinational industrial projects. All of the African countries have at least

one or two development banks/investment corporations/funds to finance, among others, industrial

projects. These financial institutions are usually assisted by Government development budgets,

external lines of credits and injection of equity capital. Apart from raising additional funds, the

external lines of credits and additional contribution into equity capital from international and

regional financial institutions, have also improved and strengthened their managerial and project

appraisal capabilities.

Export surpluses, could be good sources for multinational industrial finance in Africa.

But most of African countries, with the exception of oil exporting countries, have persistent

deficit in their balance of payments, over indebtedness, high debt servicing ratios and arrears in

loan and interest payments. Indeed part of such chronic deficits in the balance of payments have

been attributed to the fluctuation in the prices of export commodities and partly to fall in the

production of export commodities due to the wrong policies of the African countries, like over

valued foreign exchange rates and price controls discouraging farmers and manufacturers to

increase production and exports.

National commercial;} francs could be encouraged to buy equity shares in multinational

industrial projects. Commercial banks in the host countries (where multinational industrial

projects are located) would play a big role in extending working capital in a form of roll-over,

merchandise loans, bills of discount facilities, letters of credits, and other short and medium term

loans. The national/central hanks could also give the commercial banks liquidity guarantees in

case of rush for cash on the commercial banks. The central banks could also lower its discount

rates for negotiable bills/promissory notes drawn on loans to multinational industrial enterprises.

The national central banks together with commercial banks, insurance and pension houses and

other financial intermediaries could initiate the development of national,
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subregional and regional capital markets like stock exchange/bond. Stock and share trading,

which would attract investment funds, would be used as mechanisms for mobilization of surplus

financial resources from individuals and business enterprises.

3.2. Multilateral Sources of Finance

Financing subregional multinational industrial projects are not generally appealing to/or

considered priorities for international, multinational and bilateral donors to African countries due

to, inter aliar (a) the broad nature and vagueness of multinational industrial enterprises in the

one hand and donors who usually look for specific and well defined projects; (b) the problems

of guaranteeing the loans and under-writing cost overruns; (c) large Government ownership of

the multinational manufacturing enterprises and the resulting political involvement in the

management and recruitment of senior staff including directors in the board; (d) the experience

in the failure of many African countries to honour economic cooperation and market agreements;

and (e) the competitive nature of multinational industrial projects in Africa with TNCS based in

donor countries and the resulting conflict of interests. It thus appears that most of the funds for

multinational industrial projects should be raised from national sources. National sources are,

however, very much limited compared to the needs for successful implementation of the Second

IDDA programmes. It is in this view that the Conference of African Ministers of in adopting

common position for the Fourth Session of the General Conference of UNIDO in the resolution

2 (X) recommended that "i. bilateral and multilateral development finance institutions, including

regional development banks, the EEC Regional Development Fund and the European Investment

Fund should make special allocations for Africans industrial development and assist in carrying

out such studies as to facilitate investment decision; and (ii) developed countries, particularly in

their bilateral assistance programmes, should make special allocations for promotion of African

industrialization through incentives for direct foreign investment in the industrial sector in

Africa".

3.2.1. Regional Sources of Finance

The major regional source of multinational industrial project finance in Africa is the

African Development Bank (ADB) and its group (the African Development Fund and the

Nigerian Trust Fund). The ADB group provided project lending; lines of credits both to national

and subregional development banks and investment corporations; sector investment and

investment loans; sector adjustment (policy oriented) loans; technical assistance loans; loans to

subregional projects and national projects having subregional and regional complimenters. The

ADB group also joins efforts with ECOWAS Fund, Ecobank, BOAD, BDEAC, BDEGL,

FOSIDEC, FCD, the East African Development Bank (EADB) the PTA Bank, etc, and other

subregional bank and investment finance corporations in organizing joint study missions like

project identifications, appraisals, evaluation, supervision, training, consultancy and exchange

of information. The Bank group also plays a catalytic role as lead financier in attracting non-

regional financiers to participate in the financing national and subregional/regional projects in

Africa.
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Although the ADB has not ventured far, it has the mandate and intension to participate

in equity capital of national and subregional industrial projects. Its experience in

subregional/multinational industrial projects has been limited to CIMAO and ICS, it has

nevertheless financed several transport, communications, agricultural, water, power and training

projects of regional and subregional characters and scopes. It can directly finance national

industrial projects under certain circumstances but its experience up to now has been through

lines of credits extended to national and subregional development banks and investment funds.

The ADB INDUSTRIAL SECTOR POLICY GUIDELINES show that the objectives and

strategies of ADB in industrial finance/loans would be to : (1) assist African countries to define

policy frame work; (2) provide loans and equity to productive projects and ascertain sound

management for self-sustenance and financial disciplines; (3) continue its support to national and

subregional Development Finance Companies (DFC) through loans and equity participation; (4)

encourage private participation in national and subregional industrial projects; (5) encourage

multinational/subregional industrial projects/national projects having subregional

complementarities with loan and equity participation, (6) and ensure a greater respect for sound

commercial principles in the management of various enterprises in which the Bank has loan and

equity participation. Thus the Bank would apply rigorous project selection and appraisals. With

respect to public industrial enterprises the Bank would give priority to rehabilitation and

restructuring existing enterprises. On the other hand, the Bank would encourage private firms

to go to expansion and new enterprises. Small Medium Scale Enterprises (SMSE) would be

assisted through IDC.

The ADB has jointly sponsored with the IFC, and UNDP the African Project

Development Facility (ADDF) whose objective is to assist African contreneurs in the preparation

of feasibility studies and other project and loan documentation for private sector projects in the

range of US $0.5-5 million. The scope of APDF includes consultancy services for new projects,

mergers, acquisitions by nationals of foreign owned enterprises and prioritization of public

enterprises.

The other regional project is the Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa

(BADEA) with it head quarters in Khartoum, Sudan. The Bank is established by Arab countries

as gesture of friendship to assist the African countries. Its terms and conditions are almost as

favourable as that of the normal ADB loans. Its interest rate ranges from 4-10%. It gives long

term loans, and technical assistance and training grants for agricultural, industrial, water, power,

transport and communication development. Like ADB it restricts purchase and procurement of

goods and services from Israel and South Africa.

3.2.2. Subregional Source^ of Finance

Subregional Sources of Finance in West Africa subregion are (a) the Banque Centrale des
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Etats de 1' Afrique de r Oust (BCEAO),2 a monetary agency for CEAO members, Benin and

Togo, which plays a major role in the formulation of monetary and development finance policies

and credit regulation and coordination; (b) Banque Ouest-Africaine de Developpment (BOAD) -

a common development finance institution for BCEAO members. It promotes development and

economic integration among member countries; (c) Fonds de solidarity et d' Intervention pour

le-Developpment de la Communaute (FOSIDEC), a development institute for CEAO members

and its affiliate - Fonds communtaire developpment (FCD), dealing with contracts and market

research, supplies, projects and subsidies within CEAO members; (d) ECOWAS Fund for

cooperation, compensation and development of ECOWAS including acting as a clearing house,

financing studies, development activities and guaranteeing foreign investments; (e) Ecobank

which mobilizes and promotes investment both from local and foreign sources, promotes intra-

ECOWAS trade and assists rehabilitation. It is owned by a private groups and chambers of

commerce based in Nigeria, Ghana, Cdte d' Ivoire, Benin and Togo. It carries general and

merchant banking, L/C, import and export guarantees, mid-term loans, market research and to

some extent development banking among the 5 member States.

Other sub-regional sources of finance include (a) the East African Development Bank

(EADB)-the only surviving institution from the defunct of the East African community consisting

Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda; (b) Banque de Development des Etats de V Afrique Central

(BDEAC), (c) Banque Developpment des Etats de grand Lacs (BDEGL)- for the development

of Great Lake States (Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire); (d) The PTA Bank- the development finance

and clearing house institute for PTA members;

There are also several financing institutions operating in North African subregion basically

to assist and promote economic cooperation among Arab countries. These Arab financing

institution include, among others (a) the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development

(AFESD); (b) Arab Industrial Investment Company (AIIC) - specialized in equity holding in

Industrial Investment in Arab countries; and (c) Inter-Arab Manufacturing Joint Venture

(IAMJV) specialized also in joint venture equity holding in manufacturing enterprises in the Arab

States.

3.2.3. International and Multinational Sources of Finance

International and multinational sources of finance outside the region include (a)

international, multilateral, and bilateral grants and technical assistance, (b) loans from

international, multilateral and national finance institutions (c) export and suppliers' credits, and

(d) direct foreign private investment.

Mali and Mauritania which are members of CEAO are no

members of BCEAO
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3.2.3.1. Grants and Technical Assistance

International grants and technical assistance have been mostly limited to the

UNDP-IPF, and other UN bodies like UNIDO, ILO, UNESCO, etc. Grant funds and technical

assistance from these sources would be used to cany out feasibility studies and for long term

assignment of foreign experts to advise in planning, operating plants, training personnel,

monitoring and evaluation of multinational industrial projects in Africa. Although the UN

sources of finance are small in amount, they could play a crucial role as seeds money in initiating

and promoting project developments.

Similarly most of multilateral grants and technical assistance have been limited to the

European Development Fund (EDF) and to some extent the risk capital from European

Investment Bank. Most of the EDF's sources are grants which would be used both for financing

capital goods and technical assistance. Some portion of EDF finance comes through EIB in a

form of risk capital loans the repayment of which is subject to successful profitability and ability

to pay dividends. If the project fails to make profit and dividend the loans would be written off.

There is also the Common Wealth Development Fund which gives grants in a form of technical

assistance to members of the Common Wealth countries. Other financial institutions like ADB,

IBRD and BADEA also provide some technical assistance in a form of training and studies, such

as sector reviews, national economic memorandum, project appraisals and project identification

missions.

Bilateral grants anfl Technical Assistance. There are a large number of bilateral sources

of grants and technical assistance. These sources include CIDA of Canada, DANIDA

(Denmark), KFW (Germany), ODA (UK), the French AID, NORAD (Norway), FINIDA

(Finland), SIDA (Sweden), USAID (USA), and Netherlands Aid. The amounts ofthese bilateral

aid sources have been large consisting of commodity aids, capital goods and technical assistance.

The procurement of goods and services financed by bilateral resources have been generally

restricted to the donor's countries with a few exceptions like those sources from the Nordic

countries and KFW. The other problems with the bilateral grants have been the funds are mostly

given to individual counties and thus their scopes to multinational industrial enterprises have been

limited. The case of SADCC has been, however, very much encouraging. That is, most of the

bilateral donors have subscribed a large amount of grant funds for the multinational development

projects of SADCC.

3.2.3.2. Loans from International, Multilateral and National Institutions

The most important source of international loans is the World BftttK (IBRD) and its group

(IDA and IFC) which, like the ADB, provides long term development loans on a basis of general

and multiple purpose/and or specific project/sector loans. The IBRD general loans bears higher

interest rates like the ADB general loans depending on the general market condition (usually

linked to LIBO) while the IDA loans like the ADF (Africa Development Fund) bears 3/4 of 1 %

with 10 years grace period to be repaid over 30 years. The IFC also gives long terms loans, but
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most of time it makes equity participation particularly in industrial projects. The World Bank

group has excellent experience and capability for project appraisals and evaluation; the mandate

and competence in assisting member countries in general and sectoral policy formulation, project

preparations and organizing finance. It has also well organized free training facilities for staffs

coming from developing countries. It has an immense good-will and thus could act a catalytic

role and lead financier in assisting to mobilize and coordinate other co-lenders to participate in

financing multinational industrial projects. For instance, the IBRD acted as a lead-financier for

both CIMAO and ICS. Multinational MHrefff "f 1nans include, the EIB, the Nordic Investment

Bank, the Islamic Development Bank, and the OPEC Fund. The EIB (European Investment

Banks) gives long term loans usually at subsidized interest rates. Procurement sources may be

restricted to EEC and ACP member States. The Nordic Investment Bank gives long term loans,

the interest rates of which would be equivalent to the normal IBRD loans. It has a condition that

a certain project component/package should be procured from Nordic countries (Denmark,

Norway, Iceland, Finland and Sweden). The Islamic Development Bank has generally lower

interest rates but for-bids procurement from Israel and South Africa. The OPEC Fund is small

in amount but it has subsidized lower interest rates. It usually co-finances projects with

ADB/IBRD to reduce its administrative costs.

The IMF-SAP policy oriented short term structural adjustment loans could also assist the

rehabilitation and revitalization ofexisting industrial enterprises through making available foreign

exchange to import spare parts, intermediate in-puts and replacement of equipment and machines.

Bilateral Sources of T^HMS also include the UK Common Wealth Development

Corporation (CDC), Kuwait Fund, Saudi Fund, Abu Dabbi Fund, CCCE (French), FOM

(Netherlands), etc. CDC interest rates on long term loans are usually equivalent to the normal

IBRD loan and it generally requires that competition in procurement should be open to UK firms.

The Abu Dabbi, Kuwait and Saudi Funds charge lower interest rates (2-8%) depending on the

economic and social nature of projects, but they forbid procurement from Israel and South

Africa. The French CCCE has also subsidized lower interest rates but tends to favour

procurement from France.

3.2.3.3. Suppliers/Export Credits

Suppliers/Export Credit Finances are available from many countries, like the USA export-

import Bank, UK, France, Italy, Denmark, Canada, Japan, Finaland, Brazil, Austria, Sweden,

Germany, Belgium, Spain, Switzerland, Hungary, Russia, Poland, etc, merchant and commercial

banks in developed countries, export and suppliers1 credits.

There should, however, be careful appraisals and selection of bilateral (unless it involves

100% grant) export-import and suppliers' credits/financing resources because they could be very

expensive in prices; and terms and conditions of tied aid/loans could usually be problematic in

selection of technology, supplies of spare parts and components, training, erection and operation

later. One of the best approach in such bilateral tied loans and suppliers' credits is to first
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determine the specifications of plants, machinery and equipment with the assistant of independent

consulting/engineering firms, and then tender among contending suppliers with the option to

come up with financial backing/offer assisted by their national governments/financial institutions.

Such options are now recognized by the OECD countries. For instance, the Morupule Power

Station in Botswana carefully exploited this strategy in tendering turbine purchases, the prices
of which came to be lower than through international competitive bidding insisted on by

IBRD/ADB.

Other external financing sources include the traditional hire-purchase (lease-purchase);

floating bonds, debentures, stocks and shares in international markets; the recent development

in debt equity swaps; etc.

3.2.3.4. Direct Foreign Private Investment

One of the major external financing resources for industrial investments is foreign direct

private investment (FDPI). FDPI does not involve loan and interest repayments. The investors

take the risk in the ventures and thus ensure appropriate feasibility studies, choice of technology,

management, production controls in terms of costs and qualities, and market strategies. But most

of the FDPI is among developed countries of the North, and the newly industries countries of

Asia and Latin America. The share of Africa has been small and declining. Only a few

countries in the region like Egypt, Tunisia, Nigeria, Cdte d' Ivoire and Senegal have attracted

some, mostly in mining. FDPI usually prefers larger growing domestic markets and savings,

indigenous entrepreneurs to cooperate with, professionals and skilled workers, political and

economic stabilities, developed physical and institutional infrastructure like India, China, Korea,

Brazil, Mexico and Egypt. Similarly FDPI has begun to be more attracted to Russia and Eastern

European countries than to Africa.

Thus African countries in the subregion should make more efforts to attract FDPI in

providing investment climates (political and economic), improving physical and institutional

infrastructures, strengthening training of nationals, revamp investment code, establish "one stop"

or "one window" to assist investors, improve foreign exchange availabilities for importation of

inputs and remittance of dividends, give FDPI freedom to choose ownership shares, access to

world price inputs, etc. In return for such privileges, the Governments could ask "performance

guarantee" from FDPI in a form of development of local skills and raw materials, transfer of

technology, export performance and profitability.
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PART IV. MEASURES TO ENSURE SUITABLE FINANCING FOR IDDA II

MULTINATIONAL INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS IN AFRICA

Successes in ensuring suitable and sustainable financing arrangements for multinational

industrial enterprises (MIES) in Africa depend mostly on the commercial soundness/profitabilities

of MIES in Africa. Commercial soundness/profitabilities of MIES, on the other hand, depend,

inter alia, on the broad approaches and sustainability of economic

cooperation/integration/agreements among the cooperating States and the conceptual design and

sound management of the MIES.

4.1. Broad Approaches to Economic Cooperation/

Integration/Agreements

Following the Lagos plan of Action, the African countries need to fulfil their

commitments to rapid economic and social development based on collective self-reliance and self-

sustenance using industrialization as an internal engine of growth to create and develop core

industries through subregional and regional cooperation. Several approaches of economic

cooperation, like free trade zones, custom unions, common markets and economic

integrations/unions on subregional and regional basis have, however, mostly failed in Africa.

There is thus an urgent need to have new approaches of economic cooperation to enhance the

successful creations and operations of MIES in Africa.

In the past most of economic cooperation/integration has been based on restrictive

geographical zones, which might be less relevant to meet the special needs and changing

circumstances of the member States. In the new approaches membership could be drawn from

outside the subregions/regions to establish joint ventures on industrial enterprises. For instance,

Libya, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait could join Kenya to develop sugar cane industries and/or join

Ethiopia to develop vegetable and fruit processing industries, the product of which, they would

import.

Most of the existing multinational industrial cooperation in Africa have been designed and

promoted by politicians without the participation of private enterprises. In the future such

detailed involvement in project designs, promotion and negotiations on terms and conditions of

cooperation by politicians/ministers/senior civil servants should be avoided. Once general

agreement is made on subregional cooperation, detailed negotiations on terms and conditions of

agreements should be passed to the national interested cooperating companies. The national

interested cooperating companies could be parastatals and/or private enterprises

(domestic/foreign) which could be able to negotiate details on cooperations, like equities, loans,

purchases of inputs, sales of outputs, qualities, quantities, standards, prices, marketing Strategies,

appointment of Board members and management, plant design and capacities, training workers,

bidding procedures, etc. What is important here is all the terms and conditions of the

cooperative agreement would be handled on a purely economic and business manner, without any

political implications. Exclusion of politicians and ministers in the board of such joint
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ventures/cooperative plants would be better because even if some political misunderstandings

come up later at Government levels the plants would continue their normal businesses irrespective

what the politicians feel.

Subregional/regional cooperation should be based on common genuine interests and

benefits on a voluntary basis with in - built mechanisms to withdraw for any members or for any

new one to join later with all the terms and conditions set-up/well defined in advance. For

instance, Nigeria, Cote d' Ivoire, Zaire and Ghana may join with Cameroon to exploit and

develop the bauxite deposit in Cameroon. The bauxite would be converted to alumina and

aluminum in a plant located in Cameroon/Zaire in which all the five have options to invest in,

probably Cdte d' Ivoire would only join the aluminium refinery, while Ghana may decide to

withdraw from the bauxite Mines but would increase its share in the aluminum refinery.

Cameroon is interested to join the joint venture to develop and secure markets for its present and

future export of aluminum as well as the development of aluminum industries in the domestic

markets on a long term basis, while Nigeria, Ghana, Cote d' Ivoire, and Zaire are interested in

securing raw materials/intermediate inputs for their domestic industries. Similarly the national

electric and telecommunication corporations in certain African countries like Nigeria, C6te d'

Ivoire, Ghana, Zaire, Gabon, Angola and TNC may join with Cameroon to develop aluminum

cables and components/equipment for electricity and telecomms.

African countries should also learn from objectives/approaches of TNCS which operate

in different countries to acquire and/or distribute basic raw materials, intermediate inputs and

finished goods for their existing and/future operations over long term periods at competitive

prices.

Subregional/regional cooperation would be based on a desire to diversify investment

location/supply of raw materials, trades, probably to take into advantage the availabilities of

cheap labour, power and abundance of natural resources. For instance, Nigeria, Egypt, Sweden

and Norway may join the Maru River Union (MRU) (Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone) in a

multipurpose river basin development for integrated agro-based industries, the products of which

could be marketed in the member States at reasonable prices. An examples of such successful

cooperation is the Soda Ash Botswana where the South African Chemical group led by AECI

joined Botswana to exploit Soda Ash and common salt.

Cooperation would also be for the need to expand and grow to keep up with oligopolistic

foreign competitors. Expansion and growth in establishing petrochemical industries (fertilizers,

pesticides, and plastic goods like pipes, artificial fibres, etc) between, say, Cameroon, Zaire,

Nigeria, Senegal, Cdte d* Ivoire, Ghana, Sierra Leone and TNCS would be initiated. Similarly

joint pioneering would be made in converting Guinean bauxite into alumina and aluminum metals

between, Senegal, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Algeria and Libya.

In order to avoid dispute on location of plant, disaggregation of investment and

production should be considered. This is usually possible in the case of engineering plants. That
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is, production of components in different countries which would specialize, say, in engine, axles,

tyres, cram-shaft, piston and cylinder, etc. Indeed benefits should not usually be associated

exclusively to location, as stable supplies of inputs/consumers goods over a long run could

equally be beneficial.

Other modalities of cooperation should include the formation of subregional/regional

based inter-corporation councils, like African Sugar Council, Iron and Steel Council, Fertilizers'

Council, Council for Petroleum Refineries, Grain Milling Council, Electricity Council, Railway

Council, etc, where member corporations meet regularly to exchange of ideas, experience and

information; and may agree to share joint training, repair and maintenance facilities; make joint

purchase and marketing strategies; exchange experts; make joint research and effort to transfer,

adapt and assimilate technology and designs, and agree on common standardization to suit their

common purchases, repair and maintenance, and exchange parts/and components.

Similarly national corporations operating on the same lines would exchange members of

board of directors (like the USA Commercial Banks and Oil Companies do); or make cross-

purchases of nominal shares and joint production of new components (like the practices of

international electrical companies); joint formation of consultancy services in their lines of

industrial activities; andjoint development in forward and backward linkage industries; and inter-

agency appointment in each others countries and market each others products on nominal basis/as

occasional surpluses/shortages arise; and agree to specialize in producing different parts on

different lines of production within the same industries.

It would also be appropriate to recognize, legalize and encourage the existing across the

border trades in the subregion. Despite various tariff and non-tariff barriers border trades have

been going-on between neighbouring countries in Africa. These trades have been based on the

needs of the people, shortages/surpluses of goods to be traded, the price differentials including

the foreign exchange parities, etc. The purchase of fuel in Nigeria by its neighbours, cattle

trade, the Ghanian cocoa to Cdte d' Ivoire, textile and garment products to Nigeria, etc are good

examples.

The cooperating/partner States should not dishonour the long term cooperating/marketing

agreements in exchange of short term gains like soft term loans and commodity aids which dump

the products of cooperative multinational industrial enterprises. The cooperative/partners States

should, on the other hand, get prepared to provide temporary tariff protection under the principle

of infant industry protection to the cooperative industrial enterprises. The examples of India and

China could be drawn where national markets were temporary closed to foreign markets until

domestic industries could be able to perfect themselves not only to with-stand in the domestic

market but also able compete abroad.

Further approaches to be proposed are, (a) to change the attitudes of national political and

business leaders so as to make them realize the long run benefits of subregional economic

cooperation; (b) use study tours for these leaders to Asia, Latin America as well as the
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region/subregions to see by themselves the better conditions, performance and opportunities

there; (c) exchange staffbetween similar/cooperating national companies and businessmen through

chambers of commerce in the region/subregion; (d) extend invitation by interested

countries/plants with free tickets and accommodation to prospective partners/customers to tour

their production plants, mineral deposits, services, etc; (e) increase publicity by chamber of

commerce/central banks up to dated information and data on possibilities of export-import

to/from the subregion; (f) use publicity campaign to explain the long term benefits of subregional

economic cooperation, and address the publicity to specific interested and influential groups; and

(g) change the political policies to create socio-political and economic stability through

democratization and liberalization to gain confidence of national and foreign investors, donors,

bankers and trading partners.

4.2. Conceptual Designs anfl Operations of Myltipational/Multi-Country Industrial

Projects

In order to avoid past mistakes there should be adequate project preparations like

feasibility studies by independent consultants with adequate participation of local/regional

experts. Early involvement of financial institutions like the IBRD and ADB in the preparation

of the terms ofreference and selection of consultants would be very useful. Apart from assisting

in improving the terms of reference, these institution have generally broader and better

information about the performance, good-will, competency and independence of relevant

consultants. It would be advisable to avoid consultants directly or indirectly connected (with

cross-share holdings/directorships) with machine and equipment suppliers and/or production,

marketing and distribution of similar products in the subregion/region to avoid conflict of

The market aspect of the study and assumptions should be rigorous and realistic.

A steering committee consisting ofrelevant multi disciplinary professionals/experts should

be established to regularly guide, control and supervise the work of the consultants. The steering

committee should regularly meet to review and assess progress reports and ensure the right

technology and designs are selected. The technology selected should be relevant to local

conditions such as (use of abundant resources) maintenance and management as well as to

changing technological trends with respect to cost saving and market changes.

National/foreign private ownership should be involved with substantial equity shares. In

the absence of national private entrepreneurs the involvement of foreign private enterprises

should come up with substantial equity holdings (25-50% of equity) to take the risk in the

investment. Indeed the private foreign partners should have the experience and competence in

the fields of industries and at the same time should not have conflict of interest in the supplying

of machinery and equipment and production, marketing and distribution of the same products at

least in the region. As the two conditions might be contradictory, the best solution would be to

insist that the private foreign partners should have substantial equity holdings, 25-40% of the

total equity capital, and appoint independent consulting engineers.
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Similarly appointment of project and operation management, recruitment of senior

managerial and technical staff should be divorced from political consideration. It is usually

better if private enterprises are included and the management is delegated/left to them. That is,

ensure that there is owner-operators. Generally the private enterprises as owner operators,

assuming other things being equal, know much better and sense more efficiently and effectively

the viability of commercial projects than civil servants working on a part-time. They make

adequate attention to control investment costs, arrange markets and mobilize financing. But one

must also be careful that the owner-operator should have a substantial share in the plant to be

really involved in the risk and successes of the plant. The management fees should also be based

on the profit not on gross cost or revenue. Such approach could avoid the mistake made in the

case of CIMAO and SSS. That is, management fees should be based on profitability

performance/rate of return achieved on capital.

Terms and conditions of the management contract should be well defined with respect to

responsibilities and accountabilities wititi in-built progressive rewards for good performance and

penalties clauses for incompetence/malpractice. The management should introduce proper

organizational structure, and administrative systems for personnel and financial managements.

Recruitment of expatriate personnel should be checked for their qualifications and experience

against the posts their would fill. Similar criteria should be applied to recruiting national

personnel to avoid nepotism and redundancy of labour. Training of nationals should commence

at the project preparation stages so that nationals could get involved in project design,

preparations, construction, manufactures at the suppliers1 premises, erections, installations,

testing and commissioning. Similarly proper accounting, line costing and budgetary control

systems should be introduced during construction period. A project monitoring and evaluation

unit responsible to the board of directors is recommended. One of the most important

approaches or considerations in the regional/subregional cooperation is to assume full costing and

prices for all the inputs (raw materials, power, water, land, etc) including deprecation charges,

interest, expenses, plus adequate rate of return on capital from the start, and keep this concept

all the way through.

It would also be strongly advisable to divorce the appointment pf board of directors from

politics. It has been experienced that gatherings meetings of board of directors consisting cabinet

ministers/senior civil servants were difficult and their presence in the board have created

additional political pressures in recruitment of personnel, fixing prices, procurement of goods

and services, etc. Thus appointment of experienced and competent private individuals and

managers of private enterprises from member countries is recommended. The board as

representative of the share holders should use commercial profitability as a final objectives in the

management of the MIES.

The Market Studies and Assumptions should be properly appraised and evaluated so as

to take into account the future trends/fluctuations. In this view management must know

marketability of the products in member states would depend on international competitiveness

of the products (both in prices and qualities), not on the existing agreement alone. In this respect
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the joint venture plant should continuously monitor the evolution of its markets and products and

accordingly adjust its competitive market strategies including fighting back transferring

prices/dumping both through legal and economic means like discounting, rebating and marginal

costing, etc. One of the problems in the subregional trading is the problem foreign exchange

shortage and confidence of local banks to extend credits/discount export bills on exports to the

region/subregion. The regional central and commercial banks should reach some agreements not

only to guarantee honouring such payment but also to give priority in allocation of foreign

exchange to imports from the subregion/region.

The management of MIES should get guarantee clauses on the technical performance of

the equipment, machinery and installations regarding attainment of designed production levels,

overheating, breakages, leakages, any other defects, bottlenecks and lack of synchronization

during testing, commissioning and during the first five year of operation. It is also very

important to have equally well defined terms of references and responsibilities and

accountabilities of the designing and supervising/engineering firms to avoid later disputes

between the various contractors/suppliers and the engineering designing and supervising firm.

The equipment and machine suppliers should also guarantee adequate supply of spare parts and

components over the reasonable life time of the plants.

The MIES should also have adequate equity subscription to avoid over

indebtedness and high interest expenses and tight cash flow in debt servicing. It is also advisable

to borrow from development financing institutions and minimize resort to suppliers/export

credits. The involvement of the development finance institutions would assist in the preparation,

and appraisal of the projects as well as ensuring competitive procurement procedures and

economic and commercial sounders of the project. The financing plan and arrangements should

include adequate provisions for contingencies and investment cost overruns as well as working

capital.

It is also advisable to disaggregate investment componentsr and particularly avoid

investment on. iflfrastructural support services like road and rail transports, communications,

water, power, township and housing, schools and health facilities port handling and facilities,

etc. The cases of CIMAO and SAB have been good example where investments on such

supporting infrftstructural services were undertaken by the relevant host government agencies and

departments on agreed services charge basis.

4.3. Reform in Macro-economic Policy Measures

It has been already explained under 3.1 above how African Governments could improve

their budgets to create surpluses to finance, among others, multinational industrial enterprises.

Such fiscal reforms would also create a proper macro-economic frame work for stable social and

economic development. On the revenue side the required fiscal reform measures include:

broadening the tax base and coverages; regular adjustments of rates on lands and buildings, cattle

and crop levies and other dues to current market prices; removal of unnecessary tax exemptions
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and free passages (railways, air and buses) to certain individuals and firms; rationalization of

government fees, dues, and charges on the basis of ability to pay/cost recovery basis as are

relevant and feasible; rationalization of custom duties and excise taxes to avoid the high level of

smuggling and transfer pricings; elimination of price controls, commodity rationing and quota

systems to remove parallel markets and speculative activities which could not be covered by the

taxation system, and introduction of discriminative fees and charges as relevant on services like

hospitals, schools and transport; reorganization and restructuring the tax administration

assessment and collection systems, revitalization of the morale of tax assessors and collectors

through improving their remunerations, etc.

On the expenditure side, more efforts should be made to reduce recurrent budgets

on defence and security through democratization of the political system and removal of the

operssive government machinery; reduction of redundancies in civil servants/staffs, through re

organization and restructuring in job re-allocation and redefinitions of responsibilities and

accountabilities; removal/reduction of unnecessary housing, travel, fuel, other discounts and

allowances/expenses, wastage of materials, time and excessive uses of power, water, telephone

and vehicles; elimination of subsidies on various consumers' goods and services, as well as to

losing public enterprises (public utilities, manufacturing, and transport services) and to private

enterprises and farmers.

Similarly monetary reform measures should include allowing positive interest (above

inflationary rates) rates on deposits to increase savings as well as positive interest rates on loans.

Subsidies on loans (public and private enterprises) should be removed and credit allocation should

be left to the market mechanism rather than cumbersome administrative controls and quotas to

avoid misuse of cheap credits in usuries and secondary money markets and loans. Assistance to

productive investment should be through tax holidays and creating conducive investment and

enabling environment rather than through various subsidies like on interest rates, and prices of

public goods and services. Thus interest rates and prices should be liberalized.

In the same way the foreign exchange rates and parities should be rationalized to reflect

the prevailing supply and demand situations. Many African countries have over-valued and

multiple exchange rates. The over-valued exchange rates encourage parallel market in foreign

exchange and discourage production for export particularly by farmers and manufacturers, while

the multiple exchange rates create exchange disparities between different sectors and thus distort

resource allocation through false declarations and statements. It may also recommendable to

allow retention of certain-portion of foreign exchange earned to exporters to use for their

productive uses (like purchase of raw materials, intermediate inputs and spare parts) but not for

resell in the parallel markets. Once such retention rights are given, however, it would be

difficult to control whether it is used for the intended purposes or not. It is, therefore, more

appropriate to introduce annual foreign exchange budgeting and allocation with priorities

established in advance. Special consideration should be given to allow nationals working abroad

as well as nationals/resident who could earn foreign exchange to open foreign exchange accounts

in the domestic banks with adequate interest rates to avoid capital flights and speculation in
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currency devaluation.

One ofthe biggest fears from such macro-economic reforms is inflation and resulting high

cost of living. It must, however, be accepted that inflations maybe inevitable with or without

macro-economic reforms due to the existing chronic structural disequilibrium. The most

important issue is whether we have real economic growth or not with inflation. In other words,

macro-economic reform measures would enable the price rises to reach producers (manufacturers

and farmers) and this would increase production and real growth while inflation without macro-

economic reforms would only benefit the middle men without increase in real production. Such

increase in real growth and production would stabilize supply and demand and prices in the long

run.

4.4. Reform and Restructuring Measures in Public Enterprises

The required reform and restructuring measures in the public enterprises would be to:

1) define clearly the functions, responsibilities and accountabilities with proper

autonomies regarding authorities of management of public enterprises including performance

contract based on rate of return on investment; (2) intensify training in technical, and managerial

skills; (3) rationalize pricing on full cost recovery basis including adequate depreciation charge

on re-valued assets system, market interest rates, transport, water, and power tariffs, land and

building rates; (4) to carry out selection, appointment and promotion of management divorced

from political consideration, but on the basis of qualification, experience and competence; (5)

remove redundance of labour; eliminate social functions from the public enterprises (including

cross-subsidizing consumers, construction and operation of schools and hospitals, housing, etc).

If public enterprises are required to fulfil such social functions proper accounting must be made

so as to be refunded by Government. There should also be legal limitation on the supervising

Ministries/Departments regarding their supervisory authority/roles. Public enterprises should

earn adequate rate of return on their invested capital and contribute to the budget rather than

draining the budget. If necessary restructuring debt equity ratios should be carried out. Indeed

privatization should be carried in the long run, particularly divestiture of losing enterprises. But

privatization by itself can not make the enterprises profitable with-out revitalization and financial

restructuring. In other words, the most important issue is not privatization but revitalization and

financial restructuring in an integrated package described above; and the issue of privatization

should be taken as an entity by itself or if privatization is taken it should integrate revitalization

and financial restructuring.

4.5. Assistance to Private Enterprises

Assistance to private manufacturing enterprises should include (1) project identification,

preparation and feasibility studies; (2) project promotion and financing arrangements (both in

local currency and foreign exchange); (3) technology selection and procurement of machinery

and equipment; (4) purchase and storage of raw materials and intermediate inputs and spare

parts; (5) market studies, information and promotion; (6) training of the staff; (7) reform and
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restructure the civil service administration to simplify and improve licensing, registration and

permits procedures and properly assist private enterprises in timely issuing licenses and permits

and administering regulations; (8) provide investment incentives (like tax holidays); (9) introduce

"one-stop" or "one window" where investors get all the required information, data, assistance

on procedures on obtaining licenses, land permits, registration, foreign exchange, labour,

taxation, etc. laws and regulations; (10) give adequate and timely provision of foreign exchange

for the importation of raw materials, intermediate inputs and spare parts, (11) ensure adequate

and regular supply of power, water, transport and communication supporting services; (12) give

constitutional protection guarantee against expropriation/consification of private properties;

(13) provide enabling business environment and conducive socio-economic climate; and (14)

establish a tripartite committees composed of representatives of Government, domestic private

manufacturers, and foreign investors to regularly review and advise on how to improve

investment climate and remove constraints.

4.6. Assistance in the Development of Entrepreneurial capabilities and Small-Scale

Enterprises

Entrepreneurs play a key role in taking risks and investing their capital in manufacturing.

There is, however, lack of strong entrepreneurial base in the subregion. The stock

exchanges/capital markets have not been well organized. Private manufacturing enterprises are

mostly controlled by expatriates/TNCS. It is in this view that all the African countries

emphasize that the creation of indigenous entrepreneurs hold a priority in industrialization.

Indigenous entrepreneurs, in most of African countries, usually gear their efforts in land

speculation, housing, retail and wholesale trades, laundry, restaurants, hotels and to a small

extent in export-import, and other informal sector. Thus policies must be reformulated to induce

indigenous businessmen to invest in manufacturing. Government should also upgrade nationals

engaged in mere trading activities, informal sector and small-scale enterprises through a series

of policy measures. Small-scale enterprises and the informal sector are producing goods and

services meeting basic needs, they are labour intensive with low investment; less affected by

international economic fluctuations; suited to assimilate and copy technology; have low import

content, serve both rural and urban areas, could be potential links between large and medium

scale industries. Thus-entrepreneurs in the SSE and the informal sector should be assisted to

enter manufacturing.

Apart from upgrading SSE, action must be taken to (i) identifying the class of people to

be developed to entrepreneurs from graduates, skilled craftsman in the informal sector, retired

civil servants and professionals; (b) preparing learning packages and investment opportunity

profiles; (c) developing a package of incentives and head-start programmes including soft

loans/guarantee loans, and low equity contribution; (d) provision of industrial extension services;

(e) identifying growth poles and negotiating an ancillarization and sub contracting. A national

small-scale and informal sector corporation/agency should be created to promote and sponsor

policy measures and facilities like special credits, tax concessions, simplifying licensing and
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permit procedures, land grants, purchase/supply of inputs, rewarding them with government

contracts, marketing, storage and distribution of outputs as well as costing and pricing practices.

Support services should be provided both through industrial estates bringing entrepreneurs to

service centres (export zones, and free trade areas, etc) and taking the support services to where

the entrepreneurs are located (rural areas, to villages, urban areas, etc).

PART V. SUMMARY OR CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Most African countries have expressed the need to establish core industries in the fields

of agro-industries, metallurgy, engineering, chemicals, construction and building materials

industries. They have failed, however, to realize their ambitions due to, among others, smallness

of the national markets (Egypt and Nigeria could be exception), insufficient export opportunities,

lack of finance, dependence on foreign skills, technology, management, investment and

intermediate and capital goods; inadequate information on upstream processing, marketing and

distribution, weaknesses in institutional and physical infrastructure and domination of expatriate

ownership in manufacturing.

In this view African countries need subregional and regional economic cooperation to

jointly establish integrated core industries. The establishment of such inter-and intra-regionalry

integrated industries would enable them to have control over the development of their natural

resources; create stable conditions for the supply of basic and strategic goods; bring dynamic

self-sustained growth; increase foreign exchange earnings/savings; increase domestic

employment; develop man power and technological capabilities; strengthen the joint bargaining

power of the region in purchasing inputs and marketing outputs; enable the member countries

pool their financial resources and share risks together; make the multiplier effects work inside

the region rather than outside, and promote the establishment of consultancy services and

introduce standardization and quality control.

Following this, certain industrial economic cooperations based on specific

needs/justifications have emerged up in Africa. These specific needs and interests include, inter

aliar development of export/acquisition of raw materials, and intermediate inputs and capital

goods; desire to diversify trade and investment joint development of abundant local resources:

Some case analyses of certain multinational industrial enterprises in Africa nevertheless

show that these enterprises have faced various problems which have made their impacts less

effective in regional development and economic cooperation/integration.

The major problems and issues faced by multinational industrial enterprises in Africa

revolve around (a) project conception and designs, and (b) project management and operations.

The problems and issues in project conception and designs have been (1) inadequate project

preparation; (2) wrong assumptions on markets and prices; (3) wrong designs and weaknesses

in technical supervision during project implementation, plant testing and commissioning; (4)
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weakness in project management; (5) lack of proper monitoring and follow-up; (6) lack of

substantive private involvement; (7) under capitalization/lower equity rations; (8) problems of

mobilizing and coordinating multinational financing arrangements; and (9) oversights and

pressures by financing agencies. Similarly the problems in plant operations include, inter alia,

(1) managerial problems; (2) marketing and pricing constraints; (3) problems in controlling costs;

(4) delays in financial restructuring; and (5) failure of member States to honour the agreements

made.

Furthermore, the nature of problems of financing multinational industrial enterprises are

not only the amount and sources but also the time factors. That is, mobilizing and firming up

all the required financial resources would take much longer times, 5-10 years from project

conception to project commissioning, during which time investment costs would double/triple

while the markets and prices of final products would collapse. Despite the time factors, financial

resources could be raised if adequate project preparation made, the project is proved to be

financially and economically viable and there are committed promoters. But more problems have

comp up in investment cost overruns and exchausion of working capital facilities at the

commencement of operation leading to urgent financial restructuring which has failed to be

attended on time.

In mobilizing of financial resources for MIES, significant efforts should be made to

exploit domestic sources through introducing macro-economic reforms and adjustments. This

involves increasing the Government revenues by expanding the tax bases and coverages and

improving tax collection and administrative systems; reducing Government expenditures

particularly in items like defence and security expenditures, subsidies and allowances;

rationalization of interest rates, to encourage savings; liberalization of prices; acceptance of the

market foreign exchange rates to encourage production for export for export surplus;

revitalization and restructuring the operations of parastatals to generate surplus; and development

of the domestic financial/capital markets.

Additional financial resources could raised from international/multinational sources like

the IBRD and ADB groups, BADEA, EIB, EDF, Nordic Investment Bank, the Islamic

Development Bank, BOAD, ECOWAS Fund, FODESEC East African Development Bank,

BDEAC, BDEGL as well as from bilateral financial institutions like CDC, CIDA, KFW, FOM

(Netherlands), CCCE (French), SIDA, DANIDA, NORAD, SIDA, Kuwait Fund, Saudi Fund,

and Abu Dabbi Fund. Similarly bilateral grants and technical assistance could also be raised

from the international sources like the UNDP and other UN bodies, USAID, NORAD, ODA,

Danida, CIDA, EDF, SIDA, FXNIDA, the French, and Dutch, and Belgium technical assistance.

Substantial amounts could also be raised from suppliers/export credits but the use of such credits

should be as a last resorts and proper competitive procedures and evaluation should be applied

in the use of suppliers/export credits because they are very expensive and would bring more

problems later on.

Successes in ensuring suitable and sustainable financing arrangements for multinational
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Industrial enterprises (MIES) in Africa mostly depends in their commercial soundness/

profitability which itself depends on, among others, on brad approaches and sustainability of

economic cooperation/agreements between cooperating States and conceptual designs and sound

management of the MIES.

In the past several approaches of economic cooperation, like free trade zones, custom

unions, common markets and economic integrations were made on subregion and regional basis

have mostly failed in Africa. There is thus an urgent need to have new approaches to enhance

successful creations and operations of MIES in Africa. In the new approach, cooperation on

MIES should not be restricted to geographical zones; cooperation should be based on specific

genuine interests and needs; desire to diversify trade and investments; exploitation of cheep and

abundant resources labour, infrastructure; interests to grow and compete abroad; pioneer

production of new product lines; innovate technological capabilities and use of neglected local

resources; joint production and subcontracting/complementarities; intercorporation councils;

exchange ofexperts and directorship; nominal purchases ofeach others shares; inter-corporations

agency appointments; joint training research and maintenance facilities; joint purchase and joint

sales promotion; and standardization of equipment and supply procedures to suit joint production

of spare parts.

■ Involvement of politicians and civil servants should be avoided in the detailed negotiation

on the terms and conditions of the cooperation, designs of the project, procurement and

management of MIES. Such detailed activities should be left to the private-owner

operators/technocrats. Similarly selection and appointment of directors to the board managers

should be divorced from political consideration and nepotism. These should be clear definition

of functions, responsibilities and accountabilities of management based in performance contract

preferably like rate on profit on capital within in built reward and penalty mechanisms.

There should be careful selection of consulting engineers and management agencies to

avoid conflict of interest and transfer pricing. Similarly adequate preparations and appraisals

should be made in carrying out feasibility studies careful attention should made in the preparation

of terms of reference for feasibility studies as well as establishing steering committees to

supervise and guide the engineering consultants. Equally important is to establish monitoring

and follow-up units during project implementation to keep the board the shareholders informal

on the progresses of the projects. It would be advisable to involve international financing

agencies like IBRD and ADB to assist in preparation of terms of reference, selection of

consultants and managing agencies, tendering procedures and contract negotiations because these

agencies have more accesses to wider information on such aspects. Indeed these financing

agencies should also avoid mistakes they made the agreements and contracts with the consulting

engineers, managing agencies and suppliers of equipment and machinery and construction

companies should have in-build clauses of penalty and compensations/remedies for defects,

frauds, and failure to attain specified production targets and qualities apart from this, there

should adequate equity subscription and financial controls (cost and budgets) to avoid cost

overruns. The management of the MIES should apply proper/full financial costing like adequate
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depreciation reserves, interest expenses, line using, etc. The management should also regularly

monitor and formulate marketing and pricing strategies to withstand international competition

rather than to depend on agreements between member States.

Other measures create suitable and suistainable financing in industrial development in

Africa should include macro-economic reforms, restructuring and revitalization of public

enterprises so as to make them operate on sound economic and commercial basis with adequate

rate of return on capital, assistance to promotion of private enterprises; and assistance in the

development of entrepreneurial capabilities and small scale enterprises in an integrated packages.

In this respect it is strongly recommended to have constitutional protection/guarantee against

expropriation/consification of private properties with any charge of Government in Africa. Long

term Investments in industrial development partly owe to the monumental interests and ambitions

of the entrepreneurs and innovators who want to leave graders of their names as heritages to the

future generations. Frequent nationalization tempers with these monumental ambitions and

discourage investors who, in the absence of such constitutional guarantee, prefer to speculative

investments, in liquid/assets foreign exchanges and flights, etc. Apart from this it is also

advisable to have a tripartite committee composed of representatives of Government, private

domestic manufacturers and foreign private investors to regularly review the general investment

climate and advise how to remove any problems that would arise.
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